JULY - 2019
From the Commodore, Jay Leggett
As I scurry to ties up loose ends at work and
pack for our TASS Sailing adventure to the
French Riviera, between Saint Tropez and
Monaco, that leaves in just a few days. I’m
reminded of how many amazing destinations
and groups of our TASS family and friends
I’ve shared them with, over the past 20 years.
So, I’ll leave you with this question – Where
will your next TASS adventure take you?

We’re already working on the Balearic
Islands (Ibiza, Majorca, Menorca, La
Palma) off the coast of Spain for June
2020 and need more skippers – so call
or
email
me
Commodore@SailTASS.com to get
your name added to the Skipper or
Crew list of interested TASS members.
This might be you enjoying a coffee at
a shoreside café, next year.

TASS Burgee Selfie Summer
Planning to travel this summer and looking for a great way to share TASS with your new friends, why not
exchange a TASS Burgee! You can ask any board member to get you a burgee. The cost is $30.00 and
we will have then at our Meet & Mingle events and meetings.
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The TASS Burgee is a noticeable icon with its bright orange
color and the outline of the state of Texas represents us as the
TEXAS Association of Social Sailors. We are proud of our 35year tradition of sailing and our many cities and countries
visited.
In this 35-anniversary year, let’s have some fun and carry our
burgee on our travels.

While you are traveling, take a selfie with the TASS Burgee. Snap a pic of you or a group at a cool location.
You can even stop some nice people on a lovely waterfront dock or beautiful city street, memorable
monument and take a selfie with the burgee.

Now WHAT you ask, Post your TASS BURGEE
SELFIE to our Facebook page.
Let's see how many Burgee Selfie's we can add to
Facebook this travel season. What a way to make
memories in 2019.

From the Vice Commodore, Urs Rathgeb
Flip Flop Race
TASS sailed its third race of the season, the “Flip Flop Race” on June 22.
Race Czar John Klumb once again challenged us with the “slalom course” sailed in some previous races,
and provided the skipper and crews with the option to sail them clockwise or counter clockwise. Like the
previous two races this season, there was no lack of wind, and it blew at 15 knots with gust to 18-20 knots
out of South to Southwest.
While we had unfortunately only three boats participating, the great news is that two of the three boats were
charter boats.
It turned out that the better direction to go this time was counter-clockwise. The advantage of choosing that
route was even more pronounced since the two boats that chose to sail clockwise (Astarte and Nightwind),
encountered a strong squall killing the wind completely for a while, while Blue Horizon had already passed
that area earlier, and was completely unaffected.
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Following the results for the Flip Flop Race:
Ranking
1st Place
2nd Place
3rd Place

Boat Name
Blue Horizon (Charter Boat)
Astarte
Nightwind (Charter Boat)

Points
3
2
1

The race was as usual followed by a party, this time on the patio above the marina (see Social for more
news).

Skipper Jay Leggett with crew on Nightwind finished the race in third place

Cheryl Morvillo with crew on Astarte took second
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The winning crew of Blue Horizon
We will take a break from racing in July, but will be back at it on August 17. I am hoping that, besides once
more being able to sign up two charter boats, we will have several more private boats participating.
In the meantime, do your best to escape the summer heat and find a breeze to cool you down.
Your Vice Commodore
Urs Rathgeb

From Feature Article by Pam Marrs
What I did Before My Summer Vacation.
Does anyone remember the days when school let out and the first thing you were told was that you were
now spending a week or two with a hundred other kids either camping at a lake or in my case staying at a
boarding house at the beach? Sounded pretty great – no parents, kids your age, and the promise of FUN,
FUN, FUN until of course reality set in. Who were these strangers I’d be forced to live with and why weren’t
my real friends or family coming too? Such a Newbie. About 10 minutes after being dropped off my fears
were put to rest and I realized this was the BEST thing to happen to me. Something I’d be looking forward
to for years to come right after school let out for the summer.
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Fast forward 50 years later…..
What do you do when your husband has a dream of sailing
the world and has never spent any time sailing? Like most
loyal wives who have dreams that do NOT include sailing,
you just do as the penguins did in the movie
“Madagascar”, “smile and wave” thinking it is just another
phase he’s going through. Surely this whim will go
nowhere, and I’ll be safe to daydream of trips on SOLID,
DRY land to foreign and exotic destinations. This of
course works great until he comes home one day and tells
you we are now the proud owners of a used sailboat. A
great deal he said. Just ignore the fact there is no working
engine, needs “a little work” (which in boat speak means
it needs A LOT of work), and we’ve NEVER sailed. Now
what? Divorce seemed to be out of the question, so I
decided to ignore his excitement until he announced he
had joined TASS. Social Sailors? Ugh, the dreaded
“Social” thing - something he’s great at and me not so
much unless it has something to do with the Dallas
Cowboys…I digress. OK, I guess I can force myself to
participate on a limited basis. Surely, he’ll soon realize
this sailing thing is way too complex and time consuming
and we will move onto something else.
So, as the story goes, we went on our first social sail with Urs Rathgeb in March. Good wind and
experienced sailors on board - check. Me? I just held on for dear life thinking to myself if my husband and
I should sail alone on the high seas I’m sure our lives will make a great movie of how NOT to take on sailing.
That’s when Urs suggested I sign up for the Basic Women’s Sail Training class with Nancy Welch. Like I
said, I’m the not-so-social one, but still trying to show support I signed up much to my husband’s amazement
and probably apprehension. You see, if I’m gonna get into something, I’m gonna learn how to do it the
“right” way and not just fly by the seat of my pants, which probably sent tinges of fear through my husband
who now knew this could be the end of his “care free” sailing experience. I must admit as I was driving to
the dock, I thought more than once about turning around and just letting TASS know I got sick. Pretty much
like that first trip to camp – dreading the thought of what lie ahead. And just like the camp experience, 10
minutes into the class my fears were put to rest, and I realized this sailing thing could potentially be
something I could like or dare I say, LOVE.
Nancy’s sailing knowledge and her own experience of trying to tame the excitement of her husband who
wanted her to become an avid sailor, allowed this newbie to feel comfortable with my own lack of sailing
knowledge and skills, all the while making me believe I have real sailing potential. Training entailed a few
hours of “classwork” which began, “this is a sailboat, this is you on a sailboat” - may seem a bit trivial but
for one who has never been sailing starting at the beginning is the best place to start, and then onto the
water to apply the knowledge we just learned. Not sure if it was an omen or a premonition to stay far, far,
away, but our on the water training had to be postponed due to adverse weather conditions. Probably the
sailing gods knew that too much of a good thing may convince me sailing may not be for me after all. When
we finally set sail, Nancy and her crew hand, Urs, were patient and encouraged each of us to try our hand
at the helm, hoist sails and perform some tacking and jibing moves, all the while having a good time
socializing with new friends. Despite being overwhelmed by my new sailing terminology, I’ve soon realized
that no matter how experienced a sailor may be, the best way to learn to sail is by trial and error - “Just Do
It” and see what happens and if the move wasn’t so great “Just Don’t Do It Again”.
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I’ve gone on to attend the second training session too and have continued to learn the basics – sail types,
knots, safety procedures, advanced maneuvers (like how not to throw your crew when you jibe before they
are ready). I’m still far from what I would consider a beginner sailor to be, but I now know I have enough
knowledge and slight skills to feel more comfortable on a sailboat (at least in the bay – across the Atlantic,
well, that will take some time). For those of you who are following your spouse or friend into the unknown
of sailing have no fear. Just like summer camp, sailing may seem like a dreadful adventure, but you will
quickly learn that it is an adventure that you’ll look forward to for years to come! Even the social part isn’t
too bad either - If in Doubt Check TASS Out!

Women’s Crew Training: Pam Marrs, Skipper
Nancy Welch, Mary Berna, Sharron Sims

By Fleet, Michael Vaughn
Sailing has been great for the most recent sails and races. If you have not been getting out on the water
you are missing some of the best sailing of the year. Remember, being on the water is cooler than being
on land as you have the bimni for shade and the sea breezes.
Many of the TASS skippers will be out of
town for much of July. Thanks to Gavin and
Urs for taking out TASS boats for July. Urs
Rathgeb will be handling Fleet Coordinator
duties while I am out of town in July.
REGISRATION REMINDER – We try to
have some type of sail each weekend,
unless there is another event that overrides sails. Windward Sea Venture, our charter company, is getting
busy and we will have challenges to reserve the boats that we want, if we are not able to reserve
early. Normally, sign-ups for sails end at midnight on Thursday night. If we do not have enough people
registered by midnight on Thursday, it is likely that the sail may be cancelled. So, please sign-up early so
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that we can all spend more time on the water. All sails are posted to the EVENTS CALENDAR making
registration simple and easy.

By Social Flip Flop Burger Flip
The kings, queens, gods and czars planned the Flip Flop Burger Flip as the after June race party. Declared
by the court jester, in absence of a social director, OUTSIDE UNDER THE PAVILION we will conduct our
FETE after the Flip Flop Race. OH NO! OUTSIDE! Came the cries of the common sailors. “We must
consult, windfinder”, “No, use dark sky”, “wonderground is the best to consult for weather” said another.,
“No that is not the best, who came up with that? Windy is the right app”. Windy, isn’t that Hope & Kevin’s
dog? NO Silly, their dogs name is WENDY! So, what do you say we just get the permission of Apollo,
Anemoi and Zeus? Heck they are old and wise, they should know.
Forget all the apps, be brave, take a chance, we are sailors, bring on the June Kemah weather, and so it
was written! The declaration of the Flip Flop Burger Flip Fete for June 2019 was set. Gourmet burgers on
the grill prepared by Race Czar John Klumb and Vice Commodore Urs Rathgeb were served with all the
finest fixings fit for the TASS crowd that gathered. Sharon Klumb, Lois Geyer and Trish Hazeldine served
as land crew in setting up and preparing the fixings allowing the sailors to get out and race. Thank you for
your support and help. Land crew is just as important as the boat crew and we were so lucky to have you
on deck! Volunteering is allowed anytime in TASS, just come forward.
In addition to our racers, TASS
members and supporters turn up to
enjoy the beautiful afternoon breeze,
music, great burgers and fine company.
We had a few new members
participate. Welcome Meg Albin on her
first race and dock party all the way
from Austin and Emily Farris, strong at
the help of Blue Horizon continued her
celebration on the dock with us. New
member Kathleen Dresner join Pam
Marrs for their first ever TASS race
teaming up with Karol Hutson, Becky
Nesmith, Joanne Moshella and the
crew on Nightwind with Skipper Jay
Leggett.
Cheryl Morvillo and the
Astarte crew were also at the pavilion
with us. These ladies are rocking the
sailing scene at TASS and joined the fun of the FETE celebrating a great day of sailing. It was terrific to
see Deb Darwin, past social director after a long absence from our tribe along with Doug Rubino.
WE HAD NO RAIN! The turnout for this and all the recent TASS events have been hitting attendance
numbers we have not seen in a long time. It is exciting to see so many people participating.
Next race and after party will be August 17th. Watch for announcements on after race party details in the
BLAST and on the calendar. If you have a suggestion for the after-race party, please contact
social@sailtass.com. If you would like to help with the next after race party, PLEASE come forward we
always need helpers. Again, contact social@sailtass.com. Registration will open as soon as we have a
location plan but be sure to register. [HERE]
Be sure to check out the photos on the web found on our TASS Social Page.
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MEET & MINGLE UPDATE
Thanks to Fleet Director Mike Vaughan for locating the June Meet and Mingle gathering spot of Bungalow
Heights. Seems the format of selecting new locations each month has given members and new guest an
array of choices and enjoyment. I have been having so much fun at the M&M’s I keep forgetting to take
photos to share. I will try to do better in the future. If you would like to share your photos, you can always
send me your photos from events to webmaster@sailtass.com.
The month of July brings many members to travel about. This should not keep the intown people away from
the Meet & Mingle. Although July’s schedule is a little off, we still have room for one Meet & Mingle in the
month on July 25th and we have selected Axis and Alibi as our spot. Returning to this casual, open space
will be fun as A&A was a new discovery a few months ago. Please join us and be sure to RSVP it is FREE.
Speaking of July, let me mention here our July schedule as it is a little different due to holidays and other
events.
Thursday – July 11th – Seabrook/Kemah meeting – Iguanas Ranes
Thursday – July 18th – Houston meeting – Barry’s Pizza
Thursday – July 25th – Meet & Mingle – Axis & Alibi
Thursday – August 1st – Resume Seabrook/Kemah meeting – Iguanas Ranes
It is greatly appreciated to RSVP to all events and meetings Free or otherwise. It really helps us plan our
space and allows us to tell our host location what to expect to make us most comfortable.
Have a great summer whatever you are doing, traveling, be save, enjoy what life has to offer, as we are
blessed.

MOVIE NIGHT IS BACK
Sumner brings us on Friday nights to the movies around TASS and to kick
off our first Summer Movie Series we have selected an outstanding new
release. YES, it is a sailing movie too! Yes, Celebrating WOMEN in Sailing!

Tracy Edwards leads the first all-female crew in the Whitbread Round
the World Race, a grueling yachting competition that covers 33,000
miles and lasts nine months.
Join us this Friday night July 12th, for this thrilling movie “MAIDEN”.
Playing at the Landmark Theater, 2009 West Gray, at Shepherd, Houston, TX, 77019. All details can
be found on the TASS Calendar. Be sure to let us know you are coming and register online. Individual
movie ticket purchase information can be found on the calendar. We are meeting at the Epicure Café
nest to the theater @ 5:30pm. Movie is at 7:15pm and we suggest buying your tickets to the movie in
advance online.
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From the Director of Membership Patricia Gumbs
Hello TASS,
First, I would like to say a great big thank you for the support you all have shown during my short absence.
I am better now and appreciate all the calls and kind messages. Just want to say there is nothing that will
keep me down for long thanks to God’s grace.
The club is doing great we are slowly attracting new members who are excited about sailing. We filled 2
charter boats on our last race, I missed that one but be sure I will be on the next race. I understand that the
after party was a huge success. We have 3 new members joining us for the month of June please help us
welcome Meg Albin, Kathleen Dresner and Stacy Lee. Let’s get to know these ladies.
To our members who will be sailing the French Coastline we wish you fair winds and are wonderful
adventure. Looking forward to your pictorial review. The summer heat is upon us so remember to lather up
and put on your sunscreen.
We have many Birthdays this month so don’t forget to wish them a Happy Birthday

John
Roy
Evangelina
Kyle
Donald
Becky
Susan
Daryl
Don
Jim
Jo
John
Alida
Mike
Cheryl
Peter
Joan

Birthday Greetings
Snook
Bowers
Hammonds
Laffoon
Barrus
Hall
Levy
Crosswell
Dykstra
Slaughter
Sargent
Klumb
Drewes
Tarcha
Morvillo
McClung
Waddill

Date
2
5
8
9
9
10
11
13
13
25
26
26
26
28
28
28
31

Remember to join us for our regular meeting in Kemah on July 11 due to The July 4 holiday this Thursday.
Meet and Mingle is going great we have had record attendance. Bring your friends and join us for a fun
evening. Hope to see you all on the water.

From Webmaster, Thann Dauterive
Recently we dug into the database and clearly looking at the data we can see some outdated profiles. Your
profile consists of several elements of relative and important information to TASS. It is not just your email
or phone number, your profile contains your emergency contact information, your boat information (if
applicable) and other club demographic information we use to plan events etc. YOUR INFORMATION is
secure, and we do NOT share your information outside of TASS MEMBERS.
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Perhaps with hot summer months, you are sitting in the air-condition with nothing to do and you could help
us out by updating your profile. It is easy, quick and in many cases especially your emergency contact
information is most important.

Do you know WHY it is important to have your profile information updated?
Let us explain. Reminders for events and sails/trainings are sent to everyone who has registered online.
The reminder update could be via email or phone. Also, if we have to cancel, delay or move a sail or an
event, we need to notify you. We want to make sure we reach you. If your profile is not updated, you will
miss important messages.
Typically, if you read the description box in the calendar where the event is posted, INFORMATION
NEEDED about the event are included in the description box, such as, bring a chair or you need dry
clothes, etc. When events are held are a private home, we do not post the event address in the description
box, but once you register you receive a confirmation of your registration by email. In that email confirmation
you will have additional information on the host address. Be sure you read the description box and/or your
registration confirmation emails. We want to help you have the best TASS event experience possible.
What happened when I register for a sail?
Sails are most important and a great example where having your most up to date information is important.
Skippers will contact their crew members that are registered on the day before the sail. This is important
because some skippers will email, some skippers will call. It's the skipper’s choice, but if your phone &
email are not correct in the member database, you will miss the Skippers important contact the day before
a sail. Be sure to check voice mail and email the day before the sail. If you have not heard from the skipper,
call the skipper, please. Every Sail event has the name of the Skipper in the event registration found on the
calendar. The TASS website has a list of all skippers, their email address and phone number. This is located
under CONTACTS SKIPPERS. Do Not hesitate to contact your skipper.
Don't be left out or miss an event or sail. Make sure we are able to contact you and that you check your
emails & voice mails for messages.
The HOW TO document to help you update our profile is located in the Document Library on our website.
Click [HERE] for the Update our profile 7-2019 document instructions or read the instructions below.
Below are a few SIMPLE steps on how to update your profile.
1)

You need to go to www.sailtass.com – yes that is where LIFE always begins for TASS.
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2) Next, you will want to LOG IN – easy to do by selecting the grey box at the top of the screen as
shown in this diagram.

3)

Now that you are at the login screen you should enter your email address and password.

a. If you do not remember your password, you will have to take the steps to reset it by
selecting the FORGOT PASSWORD link next to the LOG IN box. This will take you through
a series of screens and actions. Follow the directions on each screen to reset your
password if necessary.
b. The rest of this information is dedicated to entering your profile, for those who know their
password and proceeding to edit the profile information.
4) Once you are logged in your name will appear at the top of the page, - demonstrated in the diagram
below.
a. CLICK on your name to advance to your membership profile details.
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5) The next screen you see is the MY PROFILE screen [see below]. Here you use the EDIT box to
proceed to edit the fields in your profile. CLICK on the Edit profile box now.

6) You have advanced to the edit page of your membership details. There are many fields of
information. YES, we consider all these fields important so it is greatly appreciated that you
complete all the information to the best accuracy possible.
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If you reach the end of the
page you will see a place to
upload a photo of yourself. GO
AHEAD and do so. It is nice for
other members to relate a photo
and name when connecting with
you through TASS.
LAST, but not least – It is
important to AGREE to the
Terms and Conditions of TASS.
This is our Waiver for. Take a
moment to click here and you can read the document. Then click, YES to agree to the waiver.

LAST STEP – SAVE YOUR UPDATES
The SAVE box is at the top left of
the My Profile page. Be sure to
click on it to save your changes.

That’s it! You are done. We are
happy you updated your profile. It
is a good feeling to know we have your most current EMERGENCY INFORMATION.
As always, you can contact webmaster@sailtass.com for help.
Sorry I know many find this boring, but some will follow the tutorial instructions and find they can flow
through their profile and make the update very easily. Come on people you update your bank profiles, help
us out here and update your TASS profile.
Many Thanks, Your TASS Webmaster, Thann
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TOPSIDER is a collaborative effort of your board to bring you the latest updates in TASS news and recap
last months fun and activities. Should you ever want to write an article to publish in Topsider from a sail or
event experience, please feel free to send your article to: secretary@sailtass.com .
Thanks to Pam Marrs for her editorial contribution article this month. Hope you enjoyed reading
about her TASS experience.
For questions, comments, feedback you can always contact someone on the board by looking us up on the
Board Directory located on the web under CONTACT>BOARD
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